KEY
FEATURES
• Strong
manufactured out of
2mm hot dipped
galvanised steel.
• Moveable
built-in skids for
forklift or teleporter.

V-Mac Wide Tote Bin
McAree Engineering have added the new Wide Tote bin to
their range. Manufactured out of 2mm mild steel, it is robust
and strong and is ideal for moving quantities of feed
around farms in a clean and convenient manner.
With dimensions of 156cm high, 240cm wide and a depth
of 125cm, the tote bin is very portable - with skids built into
the base it can easily be moved by a forklift or teleporter.

• Adjustable legs
Tote bin can be raised
80cm or 100cm.

• Fully covered
animal feed is
protected from
vermin and weather.
• Integrated
Bagging Hooks
allow for bags to be
easily filled.

The support structure, telescopic legs, lid and body are fully
galvanised. Inside the bin support beams provide additional
body strength.
The discharge chute is offset to the front of the silo. This
allows the design of the tote to have deep angle sides which
promotes excellent flow of feed to the chute.
Telescopic legs are built into the leg mounts which allow you
to raise the discharge chute 80cm or 100cm off the
ground allowing you to fill buckets or barrows easily. Integrated
bagging hooks enable you to fill up to half ton
bags if required. The legs can be bolted in place making
the Tote Bin a fixed item.
Optional Weather Pack
We can fit the tote with an additional weather pack which
provides increased protection from the weather. We fit a
rubber seal between the overlapping lids with rubber clasps
to make the lid watertight. Rubber brushes are riveted to
the top of the tote body to help prevent water from being
blown into the tote bin under the lid.

Flip Top Bin

Standard Dimensions
Height 156cm Width 240cm Depth 126cm
Capacity
69 Cubic Feet (2.4m )
3
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KEY
FEATURES
• Strong
manufactured out of
2mm galvanised
sheets. Leg frames
made from hot
dipped galvanised
steel.
• Moveable
built-in skids for
forklift or teleporter.

V-Mac Standard Tote Bin
Used by animal feed companies throughout Ireland, the V-Mac
standard Tote Bin is one of the most versatile, meal handling
bins on the market. We have now redesigned the tote bin to
make it even more flexible. Manufactured out of 2mm mild
steel and galvanised throughout, it is robust and strong and is
ideal for moving quantities of feed around farms in a clean and
convenient manner.
The Tote bin can be used for bringing to your local merchant
for filling; for bringing meal away from the farm; for use as an
alternative to ton and half ton bags - simply pour the bags into
the tote bin and you can easily fill smaller bags, buckets or
barrows without the back breaking bending. The Tote Bin avoids
having to deal with vermin getting into the bags - nothing is
wasted.

• Adjustable legs
Tote bin can be raised
80cm or 100cm.

• Fully covered
animal feed is
protected from
vermin and weather.
• Integrated
Bagging Hooks
allow for bags to be
easily filled.
• Molded Handles
PVC handles make
opening and closing
the lid easy

With dimensions of 165cm high, 150cm wide and a depth of
125cm, the tote is easily transportable – with skids built into
the base, it can be moved by forklift or teleporter.
The contents can be emptied out using the simple lever
mechanism into buckets or troughs. The galvanised lid fully
encloses the top of the tote bin protecting the contents from
vermin and weather damage. The lid locks in place with
connecting bars hooking into lock notches. To open the lid all
you do is lift the lid upwards off the notches using
the molded plastic handles and slide the lid along the
top of the tote. Then move to the back of the tote and gently
pull the lid towards you. The lid will hinge on the connecting
bars at the back of the tote. To close the lid simply reverse the
process.
Telescopic legs are built into the leg mounts which allow you
to raise the discharge chute 80cm or 100cm off the ground
allowing you to fill buckets or barrows easily. Integrated bagging
hooks enable you to fill up to half ton bags if required. The
legs can be bolted in place making the Tote Bin a fixed item.
Standard Dimensions
Height 165cm, Width150cm, Depth 125cm
Capacity
54 cubic feet (1.5m )
3
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